
wines
THE SIR THOMAS

ROSE
COSTA CRUZ ROSADO

 elegant . raspberry. blackberry

175ML GLASS 5.50 / BOTTLE 22.50

WATERS EDGE ZINFANDEL

strawberries . peaches . candy fruits

175ml glass 6.25 / bottle 26.50

WHITES
TABLE BAY CHENIN BLANC

easy . golden . yellow apple . apricot . peaches

175ml glass 6.00 / bottle 23.00

PINOT GRIGIO CA DE LAGO

seaside feels . grapefruit . mineral

175ml glass 6.25 / bottle 23.50

TAUMATA SAUVIGNON BLANC

juicy . flavoursome . tropical fruit

175ml glass 7.50 / bottle 29.50

PICPOUL DE PINET

peach . pineapple . fragrant lemon

bottle 30.00

Woolpunda Chardonnay

buttery . honeydew . peachy . vanilla

bottle 32.00

DEPENDE ALBARINO

yellow peach . spring flowers . refreshing

bottle 38.00

CHRISTOPHE PATRICE CHABLIS

white fruit . fresh . timeless elegance

bottle 49.00

FIZZ
PROSECCO BOLLINI BRUT DRY NV 

apricot . pear . apple . lively finish

125ml glass 7.50 / bottle 32.00

PROSECCO BOLLINI ROSE BRUT NV

salmon pink . light red fruits . floral nose

125ml glass 7.50 / bottle 32.00

PLEASE ASK US FOR OUR CHAMPAGNE SELECTION

REDS
EL COSTILLAR MERLOT

easy drinking . blackcurrants . juicy

175ml glass 5.50 / bottle 22.50

EL VAQUERO MALBEC

cherries . plums . blackberries

175ml glass 6.00 / bottle 25.00

BARBERA PIEMONTE

cherries . plums . blackberries 

175ml glass 6.50 / bottle 27.00

TONDELUNA TINTO - RIOJA

elegant . soft long finish . cherry bunches

bottle 29.00

LES CLASSIQUES PINOT NOIR

complex . spices . plums . intense

bottle 32.00

WOOLPUNDA SHIRAZ

ripe cherry . vanilla . big drinker

bottle 35.00

CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE " VIEUX CHEMIN"

powerbomb . raspberries . warm finish

 bottle 59.00

23 foundation wines
A selection of Vallemayor Rioja wines available in red, 

white and rose for £25.00 per bottle

When the 23 Foundation was founded the idea was to give ‘local kids in Merseyside a chance’ to achieve their

dreams by supporting them through local charities, clubs and community initiatives. Since the conception in 2009 the

23 Foundation has come a long way and now offers support to young people across the world. We are proud to be

partners of the foundation.

For more information visit jamiecarragher23.com to see how every bottle of wine purchase helps!
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